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Abstract. Graphs, regarded as grammar forms as well as coloring specificati:rns, induce gr;icph- 
families, so.-called color-families. It can be shown that for each color-fami!y a unique (vertex) 
minimal graph exists. In this paper an operation on such minimal graphs is r>resented. As a main 
result it is shown that in a minimal graph G with m vertices, none of them adjacent to all other 
vertices, cliques have less than $rn vertices and this bound cannot be improved. 
1. Introdustion 
The investigation of grammar forms offers- in the case of languages containing 
only words of length two --a link to graphs, first observed in [4]. Tlm~s, the mechanism 
of interpretation, applied to graphs, turns out to be a generalization of the notion of 
n -coloring and induces graph-families (we call them color-families) in a similar way 
as it does for grammar forms. This paper is confined to undirected graphs. However, 
most of the results can be extended to digraphs. 
In Section 2 the basic definitions and some results of [4] and [6] are given without 
proofs. In Section 3 an operation on minimal graphs is presented and propertim of 
the graphs obtained are investigated. Finally, in Section 4 it is shown that in a 
minimal graph G with ,yt vertices, none of them adjacent to all other vertices, cliaues 
have less than $z vertices ,and this bound is best possible. 
The paper is largely self-contained. For proofs not given in Section 2 the reader is 
erred to [4] and [6], [5] investigates some extensions of the results in [4] on finite 
grammar forms. For unexplained notions in graph theory we refer to [2]. [7] ;S a 
general introduction to the theory of forms. 
In this section we review definitions and results from [4] and [h] required for the 
rest of the paper. 
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Let an undirected graph G be a pair (V(G),, E(G)), where V(G) is a finite set of 
vertices and E( G 1 is a !;ct of pairs of vertices, thle edges of G. Two vertices u and v are 
adjacent if the pair (u, v) is in E(G). 
Ibfinitlon. L,et G andi G’ be graphs. G’ is termed an interpretation of G modulo h, in 
symbols G’ 4 G(,&, if the following two condlitions obtain: 
(i) ,ri~, is a mapping 53f the set of vertices of G into the set of subsets of the set of 
vertices of G’ such that 
x1 Z x2 implies @(xl) ng(x2) = d 
and, moreov(er, evelry ‘vertex of G’ belongs to one of the sets p(x); 
(ii) whenever there is an edge between y1 and y2 in G’, there is also an edge 
between ~-‘(_yl) and p ‘(~9) in G. 
The above;: definition shows the close connection to grammar forms. Howercr, 
when we speak of an interpretation in the sequel, we mainly think in terms of the 
following theorem whose formulation requires two more definitions. 
An elementary homomorphism in a graph G consists of identifying two vertices x 
and y and inserting an edge between the identified vertex x = y and all vertices z 
adjacent to either x or y in G. (When x and y are adjacent, x = y has a loop-this 
means an edge from the vertex to itself.) A graph G’ is a morphic image of a graph G 
if it is obtailned from G by finite many elementary homomorphisms. G is also 
considered to be a rirorvhic image of itself. 
Theorem 2.I. 14 graph G is an interpretation cf a graph H if and only if a morphic 
image (5’ of G is (isomorphic to) a subgraph of H. 
Every graph G defines a family Z(G) of graphs, consisting of all interpretations of 
G, in symbols 
<Y(G) =s(G’I G’ G G(p)}. 
The reader should have no difficulties to verify thialti 3?(U) (where U is a vertex with a 
loop) consi!~ts of all graphs and that no graph without a loop can have this property. 
In additilon to a connection with grammar forms, we have a link to the theory of 
colorings as follows: A graph G is an interpretation of K, (K, is the complete graph 
with n vertices) iff G is 52 -colorable. Here a graph is termed to be II -colorable if there 
exists ,a mapping ]C from. the set of vertices into the set {I, 2, . . . , n} such that for every 
pair u and! v of adjacent vertices f (u) f f (v ). The chromatic number of G, in symbols 
ch(G), is the smallest: n such that G is n-colorable. Therefore, the following 
definition is a natural extension of the notion of coloring. 
For two graphs G and JVj G is H-colorable if G <1 H. A family of graphs 
is 8 color-family if it equals s(H), for some graph H. 
For instance, consider the cyclic igraph Cn (Cn is the cycle with r& vertices’;: 
J% graph is C&colorable if and only if it is S-colorable in ‘such a way that the 
adjacencies of Cs are satisfied: if a vertex is colored by 1, then its neighbors may be 
colored by 2 or 5 but not by 3 or 4, and so forth. 
The following theorem is a rathe:: direct consequence of the definitioils. 
Theorem 2.2. (i) T!ze redation ‘interpretation of’ is transitive. 
(ii) The inclusiort Z(G1) c A?(G:!) holds if and only if c3 I 4 G2. 
(iii) The relation ‘interpretation of’ is decidable. 
Now we are ready to recall the bjasic hierarchy: 
The even cycles C& are omitted in the hierarchy, because all of them define thle same 
family as K2. 
We term two graphs G and ,“ijbr~m-equivalent, in symbols G - H, if they define the 
same graph family, i.e. Z(Gr) = Z’(H). If G is an interpretation of H, but not 
form-equivalent, we say G is a proper iinterpretution of H3 in symbols G 4 H. 
Let us consider a minimal form-equivalent graph for every graph G, 
servation 2.3% (i) G is an interpretation of its morphiic images, 
(ii) G is a subgraph of H dmplie-s thiat G is an interpretation of hi amd 
(Iii) every graph is form-equivelent to its morphic subgraphs. 
tz graph M is a m:ni,maZgrqh when M has no morphic subgraph (except M itself). 
OIf course, every g=aaph hss iii mo rphic subgraph which is a minimal graph. (Take 
morphic subgra;phs as long a.~ plos!;ible.) From [6] we know that every color-family 
has a uniquely defined minimal graph as representative. For example all complete 
graphs and odd cycles are mi nimal graphs. 
3., A mitdmali~y preserving qwration on graphs 
‘Tile investigation :-,f operalions on graphs which preserve minimality is motivated 
blr the following qllestion: 
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Doesthere exist B <3nite selt 4 of minimal ,graphs and a finite set 0 of operations 
such thz t every minima,3 graph can bc obtained by applying operations in 6’ to graphs 
stsrting u;ith graphs in #! 
DetMion. e join of two graphs G and H, in syimbols G + H, consists of the union 
of G and H and all edlges joining V(G) and V(H). 
For example the join of K, and K;, is isomorphic to Km+ 
Theorem 3.1. Let G trnd Hbefinite graphs. G and Hare ~tii:kd if avtd only if G v-t- H 
is minimal. 
Proof, (a) ‘+ ‘, Assume there exists a homomorphism h, such that h (G + H) is 
isomorphic to a proper subgraph of G + H. Without loss of generality we assume, 
that h(G + H) = TG -I- Tfr and TG + TH is minimal (cf. Fig. 1). 
Fig. 1 
Claim 1. For every p&r of vertices x f y in Tc + TH, h (x) is not equal to h (y ), 
Assume h(x) equals h(y). Then h( T;; c TH) is a proper subgraph of h (G + H) = 
TG + TH whlich cont~adkts the minimality of TG + TH. 
Claim 2, card(h(Gj] = card(TG) and card(h(B)j 2 cax!(TZi). 
Since Tt3 Is a su’tipdph of .!; (5) the cardinality of TG is less than or equal to 
the cardinaiity of &G) and analogously card(TH) 6 card(h(H)). On the other 
hand, card(h(G+Li))=card(h(G)+k(H)) = card(TG + TH) which is equivalent o 
card(h(G)) + card(h: [H)) = card( 7’& + card(Tn). 
Considering the inequalities above, we complete the proof of Claim 2. 
CZsim 3, card(E(h i/G))) = c:ard(E(&)) and card(E(h (H))) = card(E(T& 
This can be showrl in the following way: 
card(E(h [G +H’))I~ = card(,E(h(G) + h(H))) 
= card(,E(h (G))) + card(E(h (H))) + card(h(G)) * card(h WN; 
caz*d(.E(‘Tc; + TH R) = card(E(TG)S +card(E(T&)+card(TG) * cardU’3. 
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By assumption, h(fG +H) is equal to Tc; + TH and therefore E(h( G + H)) is equal to 
E(7& + TH). With Claim 2 we get: 
Obviously c#ard(E ,k (I@))) is grealter than or equal to card(E( TG)) and card( E (h (H)I)) 
is greater than or erqual to card(E( T’)) which implies the equality of card(H(h (G 11)) 
and card(E(TG)) and of card(Ei:h(H))) and card(E( T& Since Tra is a subgraph Iof 
h(G) and TH is a subgraph of h(H), we have shown the isomorphism between h(G) 
and ‘TG and between .4!(H) and TH. By construction, TG is a subgraph of G and Tti is 
a subgraph of H which contradicts the minimality of G and 1% 
(b) ‘c_’ T’o complete the proof of the theorem we have to show that the minimality 
of G +H is a sufficient condition for G and H to be minimal. Without loss of 
generality we assume that G +M is minimal but G is not minimal. This implies the 
existence of a holmomorphism li such that h(G) is a proper subgraph of G. If we 
define a new homomorphism h’ with h’(G) = h(G) and h”(H) = H it is obvious that 
h’(G + H) is a proper subgraph of G + H. This is a contradiction to the minimality Iof 
G+H. 
If we consider the It -enlarge operation, defined in [6], we see that this operation is 
a special calse of the operation above. The l-enlarged graph G+’ is obtained by 
adding a vertex x Ito G and inserting edges between x and all vertices of G and the 
rt -enlarged graph is defined recursively: 
(3’” +(n-1) +1 =(G ). 
8 bviousl:d G +’ is isomorphic to G -tK,. 
C~litNe~ 3.2, Fo/+ eb,rery positive integer iz, G is minimal if and only if G’” is minimal, 
4. AL necessary condition for minimality 
An obvious aim in investigating minimal graphs is a charrlcterization of these 
graphs. In this section we give a necessary criterion for the minimality of a graph. 
Let me(G) be the greatest number m such that G has a complete subgraph with m 
vertkes. Tile following theorem gives an upper bound for me(G), if G is minimal. 
Theorem 4.1. Let G be a minimal graph with ,W vertices such that no vertex is adjacent 
to all other vertices. men 
me(G) c $m 
aud this hound cdrlnot be improved. 
The key in the proof of the theorem is the following lemma *lqdhic:h is proved in [ 11. 
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I.,emmar 4.2. LIE? K and Z be finite sets and R 1~ Z x K 4 relation such that card(h+T) 3 
card(Z) and for every k itI K there exists a z in Z such that (2, k) is not in R. 
T’%e, tize,ue exists an inje~ztive mapping Q of i! into K and a nonempty subset Z’ oj’Z 
such that (2 - 2’) x q(Z’) is ~1 subset of R and there is no z irt Z’ such that (2, Q(Z)) 
is in R. 
Before giving the proof of the theoream wle mention that it is straightforward to 
generalize the result qt.0 arbitrary minimal graphs. Therefore we just formulate this 
generalization and Ilezbvc the: details to tile readier. 
Corollary 4.31. Let G be a minimal graph with m vertices such that m. vertices are 
adjacent to aI2 other z.vrl ice:!. ‘T’hen~ either G is complete (i.e. m = mo) or 
and rAis bound is the bzst possible. 
RraoEi of Thassam 4. Il. Let rG be a minimal graph with m vertices uch that no vertex 
is adjacent o a91 other vertices. Assume that me(G) is greater than or equal to $z. Let 
K be a subset V(G) vrhich forms a maximal clique in G and let Z be V(G) -K and 
let R be a subsz!t of E(G) 17 Z x K. Since card(K) = me(G) a$rn we have card(K) 3 
card(Z). Moreover, 1to1 vertex of K is adjacent o all vertices of Z, otherwise there 
would be a tlerlex in (3: adj’acent to all other vertices. 
Thus K, Z and R r>atisfy the conditions of Lemma 4.2. Consequently there is a 
noneinpty subset Z” of Z and an injective mapping q : Z + K such that all vertices in 
q9 (2 ) are adjacent tcr all llertices in Z-Z’ and no z in Z’ is adjacent to its 
car respondiing Q (2 ) 
Cl&r. G’, which is o&ainea! by illentifying each z in Z’ with its corresponding Q (z ), is 
a morphic stibgrapk of G. 
Ifkof. (a) ‘There al-e no loops ia G’ because no z in Z’ is adjacent 10 Q(Z). 
(b) Define an injg!:ct:ive mapping OC the set V( G’) into the set V(G) in the following 
V:ay :
a(2 = Q(Z ‘1) := ~(2:) for the identified vertices z = Q(Z), 
S(y) := y otherwise. 
bviously G’ is a morphic: subgraph of G, which contradicts 10 the minimality of G. 
It is left ‘to verify qhaat he bound is the best possible. For this purpose let us consider 
a igraph ce(K,) obt:rlined from the compkre graph Kn by adding n + 1 vertices in the 
fo~~~~~wing 6+*ay: 
On minimal gtqhs 
(l:]~ for each vertex x in Kn there is a new vertex 
neighbors of X, 
(2’1 a new vertex y is adjacent o all new vertices x’. 
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x’ which is adjacent to a3 
Due to Lovasz [3j, we lknow that if G is a critical graph, then cc(G) is agai:7 a 
critical graph wi.th ch(ce(G)) = chl(G) + 1 l Since Kn is a critical graph, ce(KJ is critjical 
and iherefore ce(KJ is minimal because a critical graph is always aminimal graph, 
Note that the c,onverse isnot true. 
Hence we have constructed al minimal graph G with 2n t 1 vertices and with 
me(G) = n which completes the proof. 
It should lo mentioned that the ce-operation generates an infinite family of 
minimal graphs, starting with a critical graph. 
CoroDilary 4.4, The complement sf a minimal graph is not bicolorable, unless G is 
corn pie te. 
h 
PAM% Id (3 have nzo vertices w’hich are adjacent o all other vertices. Consequently 
G can be written as G’+mO and from Corollary 3.2 we know that G is minimal if and 
only if G’ is minimal. Of course the bicolorability of compl(G) implies the 
bicolorability of compl(G’). Thus V(G’) can be partitiomcd into two disjoint sets VI 
and V2, each inducing, acomplelte subgraph of G’. 
It is easily seen that either card(&) or card( Vz) is greater than or equal! to 
i card(G’) which implies that mc( G’) &ard(G’). This is a contradiction to 
Theorem 4.11. 
A straigh,tforward observation based on this corollary is, that no noncomplete, 
minimal graph with mi vertices can have a Km-2 as a subgraph. 
Moreover it can ble shown that every noncomplete, minianal graph with n vertices, 
which has a K n_3 as a subgraph, is isomorphic tkz Cf’“? 
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